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Shabbat VaYeshev
Jerusalem: 4:00/ 4:21
Moshava : 4:20/ 5:28
Toronto: 4:26 / 5:34
Montreal: 3:56 / 5:05

Shalom Moshava Family!
I hope this message finds you well!
As we really get into the Winter months, there is no better time to reflect
on the amazing and jam-packed summer that we
had experienced just a few months ago. We had
made so many great memories spending time with
our Eidah and Madrichim and Madrichot, learned
so many new things about Kibbutz life and the Aliyot (to name just a few!), and had made new
friends that will last a lifetime. Our ruach hadn’t
dipped for a second, we overcame challenges together, and made an amazing and vibrant community. I’m proud to say that I was apart of Moshevet
Am HaNetzach!

New York: 4:15 / 5:19
Los Angeles: 4:30 / 5:31

Ramat Gan: 4:20 / 5:22
Tzfat: 4:15 / 5:17

As we sit in the long winter days, we look towards
Channukah as a time of hope and inspiration.
While on the surface we recognize the “Nes Pach HaShemen” as the miracle in which the Chashmonaim discovered a small jug of oil that lasted for eight days, perhaps the
theme of a jug of oil runs much deeper than this one miracle. In Melachim Bet 4:1-7, we read of a desperate and poor widow who cannot pay back the debt she owed. The navi Elisha approaches this widow and instructs her to fill up as many vessels as she can with the single jug of oil that she owns,
which she miraculously is able to do. In turn, she pays off the debt that was owed.
In both stories, a small jug of oil serves as a beacon of hope for a people in need of it. Carrying a similar message, Chanukah represents a time of hope for all of Am Yisrael as we remember the Chashmonaim’s victory during the darkest (literally!) time of the year. Coming off the Winter Solstice, there
is no better time and place to look forward to than Moshava and to draw inspiration from the special
avirah we had created!
Machaneh truly is a magical place, and as we continue to design our new tochnit, develop new programs, and brainstorm amazing new ideas for camp, you be apart of the magic this coming summer!
Wishing everyone a warm, safe, and inspirational Chanukah! I can't wait to see you and catch up at
the upcoming reunions in Israel and Toronto!

!חג חנוכה שמח

HELLO CAMP MOSHAVA,
What an exciting past few months it has been. We have had the highest early bird registration in 10
years - WHOOOOHOOOO! Way to go Moshava family. Only 45 spots left till we are full in the first
month. Make sure to spread the word.
Staff interviews have been going on over the past months and soon enough we will be announcing our
new Roshei Eidah line up so stay tuned for that. We are also excited about the upcoming reunions
taking plain both Toronto and Israel. Can’t wait to see you there.
We are working on some new changes in programming this year and look forward to sharing them with
you.
Vince has already started to build our new G2 and B6, we now officially have more new bunks than
old. As we continue towards our 2020 goals it will be exciting to see all the new changes that take
place.
We have been working hard to collect alumni data so that we can
update our alumni database. If you know anyone that went to
Moshava in the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s or 90’s email me at
vicky@campmoshava.org so I can get their contact information and add them to our database.
Some exciting new fundraisers are in the works. Make sure you spread the word and help us
reach our goals.
Wishing you all a chanunkah sameach,
Vicky Shizgal
Director, Camp Moshava Ennismore

We’d love to hear from you
during the year! If you would
like to share memories, a top 5
or top 10 list or really anything
at all, please sent it to
meir@campmoshava.org

"Ma'alin bakodesh v'lo meridin"
This is the stated reason why we go according to Beit Hillel and not Beit Shammai in
lighting the menorah – we start with one and increase to eight, as we want to 'increase in
holiness and not decrease'. So, too, we should always strive for this maxim in our lives,
to look forward to increasing our knowledge, increasing our experiences and increasing
our purpose.
I sometimes like to think of camp in this regard, as a tool to increase and enhance what
happens during the year. All too often, the summer can become a time when there is
negative progress, where all the gains in education and spirituality that were accomplished during the year are lost. A Jewish summer camp experience is the opposite. It is
the place where instead of these things becoming lost, they are ignited and amplified.
Study after study proves that a summer in camp, where a child is immersed in a Jewish
atmosphere in which learning is just one of many fun activities, is immeasurable in terms of long-term identity
and continuity.
In that spirit, let me thank the many volunteers on our Vaad and committees, as well as Vicky and our staff, who
are striving to make sure that we continue to be 'maalin bakodesh' every year.
Chanukah Sameach, Dan Diamond

Now we truly understand when people tell us that everyday of the year that passes means we are closer and
closer to camp. Going to camp Moshava Ennismore was and is a life changing experience. At first we were very
keene to go, because it meant we would get to fly all the way to Canada without knowing anyone. Before we
even got onto the bus to camp we felt welcomed, like we found a second family. As soon as we got onto the bus
we were engaged in conversation and were already making friends. After the long and eventful bus ride we arrived and were greeted by so many people that were full of ruach and who were all willing to help. We were
pulled into a world of smiles and ruach. We had started off shy, and now we considered Moshava a special place
where we felt at home.
During the first week all our nerves and worries disappeared. We had such an eventful week. All the peulot were
so much fun. The Shabbatot were days where we could reflect and just hang out with everyone. The Shabbatot
in camp were another great component that made camp so special.
Throughout the whole 6 weeks we felt a sense of happiness, positivity
and energy throughout our eidah and the entire camp. We were able to
bond with our eidah and learn from them too. The friendships we have
made we will forever be connected to and we will always cherish them.
Even though we have been to other camps before none was like this. We
made so many friendships that will last forever, we learnt so many lessons that we will carry with us and we will always be able to call
Moshava Ennismore our home. We can’t wait for next year!

Tzedakah is, of course, a tremendously important mitzvah that everyone can do. Chanukah stands out, however, as the only
time we have a tradition of giving people money as gifts for non-tzedaka reasons. Chanukah gelt is as old a tradition as the
crusty chocolate coins you found in the back of your cupboard from the 2nd Century BCE. I love asking students, “so why do we
have this tradition of giving money to people?” More often than not, no one has an answer. It seems that when children receive money as a gift, they say thank you and don’t question their good fortune. There are two main reasons for this tradition.
The first, of course, is that gambling with the dreidel was what the Jewish children would tell the Greeks they were doing when
they were really studying Torah. The other reason was, when the Jews recaptured Yerushalaim and ruled themselves, they
were able to again make their own coins. One of the strongest statements a country can make for its own independence and
national identity is the use of its own money. In either case, the gift of money goes to further the overall theme of Chanukah,
that we chose to maintain our Jewish way of life in the face of the dominant Greek society around us at the time.
It is interesting that the parsha that that always coincides with Shabbat Chanukah is Miketz. In Mikeitz we watch as Joseph
emerges from prison to become the viceroy of Egypt. He spent 13 years away from his family and already had a strained relationship with his brothers, and even perhaps with his father Considering this, on some level no one could blame Joseph if he
were to completely abandon his childhood teachings and fully assimilate into Egyptian society. Yet he holds true, and is remembered as Yosef HaTzadik
In addition, in parshat Mikeitz we have the births of Ephraim and Menashe. These two
sons of Yoseph were born and raised in the palace. The fact that they grew up as the aristocracy of Egypt and achieved the status of their own tribes of Yisrael is perhaps the greatest accomplishment in Jewish education in history. It is for this reason that when parents
bless their sons on Friday night, they say “May Hashem make you like Ephraim and
Menashe” – that despite any negative influences around you as you grow up, may you
stay true to the teachings of Torah.
Shabbat Shalom, Chag Urim Sameach and May all your chocolate coins be fresh.

One might ask why the Torah goes into so much detail as to tell us what the camels
were carrying when they took Yosef?
Rashi explains that this is a reward for the righteous. How? Because usually these camels carried smelly things, like; tar, gas, etc.
The change in what the camels were carrying was sort of like a “consolation prize” for
Yosef. So why would something like nice spices on the camel taking him to his new
master really make a difference when he’s being sold by his brothers?
This was really a sign from Hashem! Hashem was telling Yosef (through the spices)
that not all hope was lost! That Yosef may have been sold, but at least his journey there
would be as comfortable as can be.
We always need to appreciate the hand of Hashem supplying us with minor pleasures
to enhance our lives. We can learn an important lesson from this when facing difficult
situations. Sometimes we get lost in our own misery and it’s very easy to focus on only
the bad but we need to remember to keep our eyes open for the minor pleasures Hashem is sending our way.
We can also relate this idea to Chanuka, the Macabim could’ve dwelled on all that was
bad; they didn’t have enough oil and were ready to give up. Instead they were able to
do what Hashem needed them to do and were able to keep lighting for 8 nights straight. Each night the oil lasted
Hashem was showing them that there was hope for the future.
We have to learn to see every situation as a test from Hashem and to only focus on the good!
Chag Samaech and Shabbat Shalom!!!!!

